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RELEVANCE TO EDUCATIONAL PR:-.71'

Many educational problems in recent years jpve b 40401166ted, in
,

part at least, to differences in communicative style, expectations, and

interpretation between students and teachers. It -has been poIntied out that

students' perceptions of classroom rea/Ility may differ sharply from those

of adult participants in the same events. The conversations studied in

this paper are examined for evidence of what participants in classr.dom

interactions perceive to be happening, One goal bf interaction in the class-

room is to learn more about how'speakers perceive and !direct the course

of a conVersation.

Study of how communication is accomr.ished in classrooms has revealed

that interaction between teachers wad students is more subtle, more comple,x,

4 ,

and more systematically structured than had previously bee* recognized.

The surprise expressed by researchers And by teachers at the rich and

cate kinds of interaction that Ayorapp, ordinary children constvuct on A

regular dAy to-dAy hasis suggests that childrPn's linguistic snphisticatinfl

and,their Ability to comprehend complex relationships may somptimrs 110

critically underestimateA! A second goal rif studies of classroom ipteraction,

k,therefor, is to develop n appreciation for the verha1skil1s.-120at children
.

demonstrate, for the observational and analytical abilities that accompany
6

those skills, and for the ways children learn thos skills and teach them

to each other.
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,CHILDREN'S NEGOTIATION OF. ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS,

: .

Beth Driver .

.

Common sense tells us 'that a question normally initiates a conver-
/

sational exchange consisting of two parts-: a question and an answer.

Such interchanges.are a fundamental, cbvers'ational pattern in our society .

.

They%are cited as canonical ex'amplesNbf adjacency pairs and of condttiogai .

relevance. Both the potion of adjacency pairs4and ,that of conditional

relevance have been develord t account for relatedness between two utter

1pes converation; thus, both are based on floe assumption that a two-

part 'exchange is the appropriate unit of-ahalysis for the study of corker-

sation. .Erving Goffman has investigated kinds of relatedness between

successive terances., He defines an adjacency pair as a coupletet.in which

the first utterarite is oriented to an anticipated response. The net utter-.

ance is seen-to answer the first in soma way (noffman 197q. The moves

within such a 'pair are conditionally rplpvant. The first cro:Opq a conver-

sational slot in which the second is erp.0v9d. T,,tprrvolafirm of thp ceron.fi_A

is dependent upon knowledge of the first. If nothing is cnid in the sPcnnd

slot, the silehce is "nota " - The notion of conditional relevance is

introduced i n the work of Sacks and Schegloff (Sacks 1972, scheqloef 1972a,

ve

1972b). In their work, conditional relevance characterizes a relationship

betwee° u rances t t ma} be adjacent or separated by other talk.

Students of racoons opened bY.4eitions have assumed that the

.interchanges consist of a questioni g move and an answering move (M;ofhler

1975, 1974,'hd; Ervin-Tripp 1970; Dore -71, anzkthaf a question calls for

an answer. The classroom conversati:ops of second grade Children support
(

Illth assumptioh'that people expect answer to questions. 1-6e 'absence of a ' ''
0

f
, -

r ply or answer' is-riBtable, and children have ways to deal with such an absente.

-'7'

_ -.:3.,-
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This paper examines the assumpti n that question7answerr sequences con-

1

v
.

siski,pf 4/ moves. The data prese'rite below indicates that answeare nego,

'Mated, and at,preeHmoves, r.ather thY6o,'are reuired to accomplish
. ,A, ! , ,

,

an ihOiry sequence: a-qu4st
iion,a reply, ad all evA;luation.* The status

4, '

. of ;a reply 'as answer or'nonanswer,iS not determined until a questioner coh-

tributes
.

tributes his valuation; thus, a repTier'does not 'know hOW,li reply fits into
.,

an on-going conversation until the questiorker reacts to it.
.

Data for this 'study, tape-recorded in classrooms in Austin, Texas,"
.

'consist of interactions initiated b &children's spontaneous,questionsl Most

of the interactions occur in informal, small group settings with the children

working on th.e.floor or at small tables.

The study of the talk of children can and should ontrIbut4 to a general

understanding. of` conversation.. Children*are .a significant minority in

trciety,.and al a,count of communiati nn Wittli0 a CHltUrP will accomif'

for' their interaction nc ac that of an'ilt-; The talk of chillrPn °An
Alk

el<PPc d to ovhibit mar f nAtures comp, to ;Idiot ,1000

'ighifitant diffpvpncpc (omvachirt talk.

One of t-b par1 lost foa hires of e-ornmiln i Cati On to he 1 earnod is, that

,the order of events i9 intorlIctioniq mgsaningful. Interaction with young
t (.

,

children} is highly dependent on the order of events; moreover, interpretti,pil
.

'of early utterances is based on the assumption that the child iusing a
4

sequentill framework:coMpatible with that' of adults. In ordqr to make himself -,

r-
*Tal

inquiry sequences; however, it is t c al to' our sense of a completed_

k her-than question's, plies anb evaluations alo occurs in

event in the way that he movesdisc d iqere are.- Such talk frequently
occurs in .insertions, or side-sequences, that deal with whether .to proceed
with the inquiry sequence.or how to do so! Such responses wit be discussed

/in.thi paper only as they bear.on the three -step sequence. r additional'
discussion of other talk fn inquiry '5equences, see Driver 197

4''.
. ? ,

**I would like to thank Southwest Edutationa.1 Development Labecatory
for assistance in the collection and transcriptiOn Ofjdat,4.
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understood a childsmust learn to. conform to the orgenizational framework'

others use to interpret what'he says. Thus, the study of children's con-
,

. .

, :. ....--- .

versation can .provide important fnformafidn.about the structure of adult

interaction.

. .

The analysis presehted behove bears on four issues in the study of
...--, -

interaction;, the selection of data for analysis, the use of 0 in discourse,

recognition of a "notable absence," and the usefulness offi two-move unit

. . .. ,

;.."

r
Befdre,examiping, the dafawant to discuss terminology' briefly.

I.

"Question" is an everyday fehrfor sentence's having interrogative syntag
.

and for Utterances t t function, as requests for information,* I will use.
.

for describing events in convention.

"gues*ion" to r er to Loves initiating the sequences studied here. The

q stions are usually treated as requests fn information. even

when other meanings y also hn recogni7ahIrzy, i n mnst crisP1 thy also hlv,
4s

interrociative syntay. A reply is a ,nc,cini7ahlo ar-f,,mpt to pvovi the

inform-,tinyi vpriup-Jod.and ;, answo, ;q +hp enwtelif nr.crTtpd

h.v,thp wpcjinner P"d recOgni7aln f" ln ,-AF Iho 7101s%,,

0

-4 ic trItc;

. .

*The terms "inquiry°-and "query".might also hp usod. ''Inquiry" is

a somewhat broader term than "question" It may refer to a speech event
1 or ritual occasion such-as a coroner's inquiry. "Inquiry;.; does not imply
the necessity of obtaining the information souOt in the way that "question"
does: .0pe can "have an inquiry" or '.'matte inquiries" without making it
specific :what information' is sought.. An inquiry may result in 'Obtaining
informatibn but.arq(Vind.at no answers. ."Inquiry" refers to an intent or
purpose 'rdther

but,

to_a linguistic form,' and it may' or may not `mean
specific move. "Query"` is uset1 in written English and in more formal speech,,
but seldom occurs in 'everyday/talk4. nor is it often used by.children.

1 '. Because "inquiry" refers to the larger event; and "question" refers
teran individual move (both its form and.its fbnction)I use "inquir

.' sequence" to refer, to the sequence described her and question' tp-\cefer
%.,

,,

toitheempme initiating the sequence and to the-slot it Wseen to fill. ,

ler

4
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agree to. A reply is a kind of move, whereas an answer is a product or

result that is recognizable only after the act. Sometimes several replies

;may be used tg present inf6rmation later seen as a single answer. On

occasion the° propositional content of either a reply or an answer may not

be verbalized.
) el)

Two kinds of7 evidence are pertinent to the claim that questions and

A
answers are condi ionally relevant: the expectations of members of

the speech commu ity, and theidliverits that occur in. conversations where
lir

conditional relevance is a factor. The first underlies the intuitively

appealingination of adjacency p rs and other studies of question-answer

sequences. Conversational-data, however, provide additional evidence

that the children expect questions to be answered. Tn the first place,
t

most quest-Nos are answered, cd?)71er or later. When no reply is offered,

the talk that does occur indiratPs that A reply i5 PxrDri7P; t-1"Pcti"n''

for example, may reiterate hip finp-:fion. Both the arpvopciatenPcc of

the reiteration and the forms .1,-pd in y.pa1i7e if (iffny. Pvidaice, that A

reply is the tinmarked response The rhildr'pn rarely linqufctic foMs

that suggest a replier ignored A queq'tion; they prefer forpm that permit

the interpretation that the replier is cooperative, and that either the
114.

6 question or the response may not have been understood, even when contextual

information-lay make it evident that a replier has deliberateWlot responded.
w7

Such behavior i-ndicates that participanirS expect each other to know *

the expected order of moves for the sequence; moreover, to intimate that

a participant not know what to do next or that he is deliberately being

recalcitrant would apparently be highly marked behavior, possibly neressi-
.

tating remediation.-

4
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k Ahother kind of evidence that questions demand answers consists

of the faCt that the children consistently justify he, absence of a

reply in terms of a limited set of appropriaWess considerations.

When a replier offers a reason for not replying, the questioner has an

opportunity to reestablish the hearer's obligation to reply' %Either

the questioner accepts the reason, or he reasserts that lie condition
. IV .

obtain1. A question,then, is expected to elicit a repl _unless pirti-
-,

ci,pants negotiate a justification of its absence. Failure of an appro-
..

priateness condition to obtain is a' situation--4actor speakers can use

to neutralize an obligation to reply.

The frequency with which questions elicit replies arki the b for

of participants when no reply is forthcoming, demon trate thy partici-

pants rward reply ac the unmarked vocronc9 fn a vecif.n veplv

talk RI-le-it-pH by questions ;dpsy, ",, c11:1 ,rplk is th,

m,7I pyrortpd ny dp-ivpd ro-rAncr

Tf is tommonly nr;cumod that Tioct;oll n9lle/Ir"4 rowzi-t of

two moves. Analysis of artual -T^0?-h, hntr7vav indirateshaf n thiVri

`1114

move, an evaluation, is eSsFmlial fn 41) inqui)V reqUPnce An PvalUatiOn

c

*It is noteworthy that the children do not intertct orlAhe premise
that appropriateness conditions must tie met before a eply N made. -No

apologies or other remediations for inappropriate questions are (4fered;
moreoever, children reply to\questions when appropriatenesWconditions are
acknowledged not to'obtain (&4e Driver l977k: The claim tFat silence is
an appropriate response to an'inappropriate question (Lakoff 1973) is not
supported by -6b.e.Ate_ When a question does not elicit a response, the
questioner is likely to.become.mnr -41cistent, eliminating potential
excuses for hot replying.

1
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A .1 .

'otloes two things:, it ackndwredges performance of a reply,* and it reveals
0

the questioner's' degree ,of acceptance or satisfaction ** with a reply.

Thys, an evaluation is a questioner's contribution. Ito the neg.otiati9n

of a mutually-accepted answer. It contains essential information regarding

-how an offered reply relates to what will eventually be "the answer" to

a question.
r.

Failure to consider subsequent conversation in analyzing a"que,Von-,

1

initiated. exchange can lead) observer to perceive a different answer than

what participants agree on. Such an approach might, for example, lead
. %..

to the conclusion that the answer in the sequence below is containedin

the,fieldworker,:s response.***

-.4 \...-

, *An e luati n presupposes a reply 's demonstrated by si ationv
where the i stp r can hear only the qu'Pstloner, yet infe, that a repl)
has been ere ; fo instance. hea*ing only on oarty t- , tPleThon-
Conversatinn. n. the followirro excPlr''

C Are ynu cornirl'?
Okay. YnCYP cumin' . .

1 .
, .

The child's "okay" isti4avaluative. We understand "you're comin"f to be
an.accepting, statement of a reply attributable to another speaker. -When
an evaluation is performed without a verbal reply having occurred, ty
unwarranted evaluation may be a comment on the absence of a reply; hnwpveri
no such cases occur in the data studied here.

. **The not-ion of '4 atisfaction" used here is highly context sensitive
and refers to an evalua on the usefulness of the reply to the questio
not necessarily an assess -t,of_tn-econtent o the reply as positive or
negative. N

. . 1

***The followinp'SVMbols &reused in the transcrihe data!

\ .

if

4.

C ,Child
,

I Teacher'
A Adult ,

FW Fieldworker'
.(

) Unintelligible tall{
sr et

(probably) Some uncertainty as to the .0ocuracy of the t a r/iption

(this/that)Speaker said either X or y
UPPER CASE Contrastive stress ,4,

Pause in the dialogue 4%\

----> Utterance discussed'in the text

6

9
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Cl How much did it [the tape iecorder] cost?
FW It cost a lot. ( ) '\

(2sh,"3711v 17}
'41 .

Exomination of a longer excerpt, however, leads to theconclusion that

the answer is "two hundred dollars," information introducedby the

questioner and verified nonverbally by the fididworker:

12) Cl How much did it cost?
FW It cost a lot. (

Cl 'bout athundred dollars?
FW HmOm. No; more than that.
Cl Oh.

C2 A thousand?
FW N000.
[laugh]
C2 Less. .-4 Cl Two hundred?
#

Cl Goll. -

(2sh, 3-11, 17)

A variety of forr5s, is used to show acceptance of a reply. In example

(3) the teacher accepts.the child's reply as a plausible answer with
4

I

"Oh,",then, by requesting verification of the child's knowledge, expvesses

some doubt as to the truth Of the reply. The teacher accepts the

offered reply as a possible-answer, but indicates that she is not wholly

satisfied with it.

(3) T You don't need that.

rr

What do you use that for?
t Because there's no more (number linen).
T Oh.

Are you sure?
C Yes.
T I need to find you a (number line).

That's gonna take too long.

ar,

(Z5h, 2-21, 1-2)

S

4

.
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"Oh," (4) and 4ignals'accept of offered .re0140$,
40

.without necessarily ihdicating satisfaction wit0-them. On the trary,
re.

"oh)"'-',.suggest,/ the questioner may have expected or hdped for a fferent,

rep4y.

( Cl What are you writing?
W J st some notes.

404C1 '(0 ) ,Is it fun?
FW f m?

h.

sh, 9)

(5) Cl Can I git another reader?
T When you finish that one.
Cl Oh.

tend of exchange] 4

(2 sh, 3,11, 5)

" in the evrerptfi above contracts with "okay" in (6), which occurs

Pho4ly Aff*er (3).

(6) T How Many upits did you 1103 (Whorl vni,)

[ . . child rglurif-ina]

T Seven'
C Wait. Eight. 4

-144 T !.Okay thop.

( sh. 7 21. 2)

411.

.The-A4cher signals acceptance of the child's*revised v.eplv and her

V5-7

satiSfac'tfon with it, then begins a new sequence.

Onises "okay" to how' her sa4lsraction with the reply in the

follqping sequence. Her use of "then" suggests that her furthe'r talk

q.r
'depends on informatio obta4ned in the inquirrAuence.

, 4 .(7) C2 You know', Kim goes--KiM goes
4.

...

,

.
r C2 Is it onLnow?

.. c Yea\ti . ., . .

:--9 C2 Okay, (then) I'm gonna say this.
See, Kim goes, um, um-, um,.um,

\4.. ..::I-e's sticking (on your head/under here)."
It-

I
w C3 - [giggle] ,

\ . C Thatf%s funny.

. I f exchange]

(2sh, 3-11, 30-31)

,...j ...
. .V7 4..
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vh" and "okay", may occurtoqether, e.g.,

(8) C2. Would you play Somethin' that we said?
'FW Yeah, In a little bit remind me

go back','n play them for ( .* ) .

6-4 C2 h, okay. e.
e

. . lend of exchne]
z

(2 sh,.3-11, 9)

"'expreSses sdmethiog of Cf's attitude"Oh° conveys acceptance while
. d-

toward the reply.

.fie children use expletives to react to a reply; e.g.,'

-J

r.

(9) Cl Angie, do you know hOw much this cost?N
C4 How much?
Cl This: Two hundred dollars.-9 C4 Gee. How did you get that much money?
FW Hmmm?
C4 How did you get that much money?
FW I worked 'n-I saved it.
Cl H7 much money do you -have?
FW N e; now. I spent it all on;thp tape recorder.
C1 Oh gall man., That's a lotta money to spend.' T

would took it. .How much did you have when you
didn't spend it?

\(2 sh, 3-11. 14)

(10) C You write all that'what 11 said?
FW. Uh huh.

C Rats.
(2sh, 3-14, 6)

The expletives convey acceptance, while also sef'ving as a comment on the

reply.

When there is no verbal evaluation, participants treat the reply as

accepted; There is no move to amend or change the reply, and its, Content is

treated by participants as shired knowledge. The'offered reply stands as

"the answer." 0 is common in the evaluation clot in situations where

an inquiry sequence is used to obtain information pertinent to an activity-

41
o



that does not involve the replie r whe another activity is of primary

concern to the quesfoRera.as in situati.ans where the inquiryN'queAce

is embedded in an On -going seqap5te, The children in the followiog

eXCerRts accept the' replies and immedj resume their Oorkl The

1

teacher is helpin9 .the child with an arithmetk -problem.

0 "

(11) T All right add thost .up for' me..
C You mean both o' those?
T F'mm hmm. All of those. 1

T Don't forget your one.
. . [Silence while the child does the problem/

t12) e What's that word?
. FW ( )

. . [Child resumes reading]

(2 shL 3-13 4.)

(2 sh, 3-11, 5)

Preach instance the child has the oppvtglity to speak again, but makes v

no attempt to extend the interaction. The reply is seen as satisfactory.

In the followieg exchange Cl'askt about the shoulder guard on a

tape recorder. Cl's second .utterance is not relatable in form or content

to the pre%tious talk. The new topic introduced by Cl indicates Cl's

acceptance of the reply in the preVious exchange. By initiating a new

exchange, Cl signals that the evaluation has taken the hull form.

(13) Cl How comes this is so big?,
FW So that I can hang it Cin my shoulder.

If you want ( ) you have to push that button (

(2sh, 3-11, 41)

Questionibrs gten employ 0 when the information requested is accessible

only through the replier,for example, information about the replier him-

self or his intentions, or,--rn-Alany cases, requests for repetition.

The fact that it is unnecessary to acknowledge and accept replies

4/....:

directly in these contexts sug ests that the children usually succeed in

communicating what they want. The fre uent use of 0 in the evaluAtIon'

10

as*
1')



/
slot refirgliatie commonsense notion Of "tia*t'acceptancel" It also

provides evidence that acceptance the unmarked feature for the slot.

When a child' requests jnformdtion pertinentto other work he is
. .

engaged ,in, riF may resume his work using therinformation.obtaifled-; Use

of the information conveys satisfactiop with it, as in (14). The child

is reading.

-(14) C ( ) wordis that?
A Hmmm?
C Is that word ( )?

A' "They."
C [d] [an] [sh]
A "Dangerous"
C Dangerous and the brown brown?
A "Branch"
C Branch # broke
A "Breaks"
C Breaks you # called?
A "Could"
C Could be swimming?
A "Swept"
C Swept over?
A Good.

(2 sh, 2-20, 20-22)

lire interactions in which acceptance of a reasoafor not replying

fl
alSo Cigna s agreement to an implied answer. The position and propositional

content of the teacher's question in (15), along-with the factthat the matri

sequence terminates, imply that students must finish their work before a re-

quest such as the one made here is appropriate. The request is denied withou

4

*The use of 0 to show approval might at first seem strange in light
of Sinclair aril Coulthard's (1975) observation that a teacher's failure
to evaluate a child's reply verbally is regarded as a negative evaluation
and elicits more replies from the children. Differences in the goals
of these interactions and in the relative status of questioner and replier,
however, help to explain the difference. Teacher' questions are often
intended to permit the child to deqonstrate knowledge to the teacher.
the child is presumed not to know the answer until it is shown that he
does. In the interactions discussed above the situation is reversed.
The replier--not the questioner--is expected to know the answer. In

both cases, 0 conveys that the normal expectations are seen to be met.

11 14
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V

16-the teachjr verbalizing the refusal.*

(15) C Do we have to do this (

L
---p T Have ybu finished your work?
,, C This o e? ,

NI.
T -1IRMm \ ,... .
C No. ¶

-.......-
k

(2 sh, 3-16, 17)

1
. (

.

The child's acceptance of this condition on h' request and the implicit

2-denial 're demonstrated by the absince ofvfu her attempts to elicit a

ly to the child's first question and by the child's completi of

the assignment. This dialog may be represented

(16) Q1 Do we have to do-this ( ")?

Q2 Have you finished your work?
Q3 This one?
R3 -Timm hmm.

E3 -.0 [acceptance]
R2 No,
E2 0 [acceptance]

R1 [implicit denial]
El 0 [acceptance]

Thus,, it is possible for requests for permission,t6 har implicit content

in both the reply and-evaluation slots.

Two kitids of negative evaluations occur: rejections and statements

of dissatisfaction. The grounds for rejectilon of a reply are more fixed

and less flexible in interpretation than the grounds for dissatisfaction.

Rejections are based on the truth value of a repland on context -specific,

conditions the questioner expects the replier to follow. I Will discuss
.

first the forms used to convey rejection, then the criteria used.

40
*The denial depends on a rule that requests for permission are,

denied if.not granted. Asking if, one is required to do something-amounts
to, asking permission not to do it. Thus, a negative ripply amounts to a
positive response to the request. For instance, permission would have
been granted, had the conversation gone like this:

C Do we have to do these?
T No.
C Then I'm gonna start my reading.

12
1.5
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4

'Rejection can be accomplished directly or indirectly. Both kinds of

rejection usually include, jtist*fications expl4riationS of the assessment,

1
r information to be used in revising thereply. Explicit denial of theA
..-

_ .

.

proliosition -expressed areply occurs in
;

the following excerpt. .,

(17) Cl

What ,is i -what does itsay?
FW See if y can read it.

"C2 Four-zippersi( ) :

[laugh]
Cl It doesn't say that. What does it say?
C3 James. James.
.C2 our zippers, see. Four zippers.
Cl S t up.

411,
C2 The babie
Cl [reading n the magic music you beautiful

. wish'd come true.

C1 What does it say?

(2 sh, 3-14, 10)

C2 below denies the\veracity of the fieldworker's reply and offers

an alternative proposition that becomes the answer.

(18) Cl ( ) you spell 'Lana'?
How you spell 'Lanai'?

FW ( )- a- rt -n -a.-4 C2 Huh uh. 'Lana'?
,

( ) spells it 1-a-n-a.
FW Oh. "Lana," yeah.
C2--Want me to tell ya how many check-pluses I have?

(2p, 2-13, 18)

C2's negative statement immediately following the fieldworker's reply

signals that C2 regards the statement as false,,, C2 then offers a different

reply, which is accepted bythe other participants. C2 tactfully notes

that this is the way one particulae person spellspre name.

Reiteration of the question after a reply can effect a rejection of

a reply, as in C's last utterance in (17) and C2's reiteration in (19).

(19) C2 Miss Drive, how old are you?,'
FW I'm grown tip.

C2 How OLD ave you?
FW ,(I don't tell my age.)
CZ Oh, you look like you 'bouttwenty-one.

13- 16 (2 sh, 3-11, 17-)



2 ,

.KnowTadge of the order of moves in the preceding exchange is essential

41
to recoOtion of C2's reiteration as an evaluation move.* Contrastive

t
stres in e replayed question serves two functions : lt marks thereply

. -

1
i

.

.

as a reiteration and suggests, an explanati.on for the rejection. The
w

. . X- ,V,

reply in-terms of age-of-life fits tha question semantical)y'vid

syntactically, withou rovidirr6 information the chid is see king. C2's

7
failure to elaborate or clarify the-quetion, along with contrastive stress

1%

on "old," suggests that the child expects the hearer already to know that

a stage-of-life rdDly is inappropriate. That rriformation is already

obvious. C2's.subse uent guess indicates that she wants to elicit the

cife.
fieldworker's age in ars.

( The questioners in (20) and (21) point out that the replies are._

inconsistent with conditionson tasks the children are performing. The

children in (20) are working on the floor; their task is to find picturres

representing words to fill blanks in sentences they are reading. The

questioner maintains that a presupposition of "the" in the sentence to

ccNzleted is not true.

(20) Cl Which one should I git, Joe?
C [reading] The cart is on'the
C2 TV?

--+ C There ain't no TV in there.

(2 b, 3-18, 12)

The, rejection is based on the fact that the collection of available

pictures does not include a picture oea television. Mention of that

tact, after the TV haseleen mentioned only in the reply, indiCates that theme

questioner is responding to the reply. A conditiotn the reply is violated.

*Had the fieldworker not offered a reply, the reiteration would be heard_
as an inserted demand for a response. fn both instances the reiterated
question indicates no satisfactory re 1x has been heard.

14 1
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..-
In (glthe childik

.4.

. ,- t

n are trying ti find.places'op a map_ CL's use
.

,.-

OT peacriteriog fluitIown' in the evaluation indicates the que'skioner (CZ)
.

,,

regards it as shared knowledge that the, are not looking to some place
.

.
. -..

4/

- a

!Uptown. Again thiequestioner's response reflects something i the reply;
..1

in this case the rejection is conveyed by stress 0 "uptown" as) N,.211 as

10'

position n the sequence.*

(\el) C2 Where's (1 sells)?
Cl (

C2 Where?
C Right there.

---4 C2 That's UPTOWN.
. . . . [unintelligiblej

.Sometimes a. speaker will use an insertion 1.0 avoid d direst rejection

The insertions in (22) and (23) concern the truth of the reply.

(Lsh, J 0, 0

(22) Cl ( ) (Christie) ( )?

C2 NO, she's gonna get 'em tonight.
C How do you know?

) C2 !,Cause that's when 1 yot 'em.

C Is this Christie's second time to'hav chicken pox?

(2 sh, 2-20, 2)

(23) Cl (You\use up all this paper right here?)
FW Mmm hmm. .

Cl Let's see.
[unintelligible]

(2 sh, 3-11, 25)

Responses such as "Let's see" and "How do you know?" imply that the-

"troth, of the reply is in question.** Acceptance or rejection of the reply

"that" were stressed, the evaluation would be an accepting
The location of the, place being looked for would still be a

criterion' for the evaluation.

:,**This implied meaning is especially strong in the above utterance,
stronger.than it is, for instance, in "How did you find out?" In actual usage,
'"How did. yob find out?" presupposes that the addressee did in fact learn

z5/
somethirig; `'How do you know?" on the other hand implies that what the speaker

said may not be true.
15
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0
, . . -

is withheld pending to replier's response to the inserted qu stion. The

4eaEers initiating the insertions question the tru4of the o fered replies

out going so far-as to deny their truth. Thit replier ge4 an

opportunity to defend their 4tatemerits before an'eValuation,isMade. Thus

the processOf negotiating an answer can .involve insertions C15 well as reply-

luatl n exchanges.

Two facts indicate that rejection is d highly marked reaction Lo a

reply: rejection occurs relatively infrequently, and it is often justified

in terms Abroad, underlying principles of conversation, especially in

terms of the truth of the reply. Rejections based on such pr4ociples

suggest that the replier is being less than fully cooperative and thus

potentially impugn the competence, of both replier and evaluator. The

children rarely reject replies outright. They more often use insertions or

try e1 more satisfactory replies without rejecting what has been

said. The preference for, insertions.that call into doubt the truth of a

proposition over contradictions or explicit rejectiols suggests that ques-

tionable truth value is # touchy prbblem. The stickiness of the problem suggests

that speaking truthfully is a broad and important underlying principlefor

/ the Children.
f

....6*
A questioner can accept a reply and still express some degree of

.
dissatisfaction with it assan answer for purposes of the sequence. The

criteria for satisfaction,are more flexible than those for acceptability.

The children deal with satisfaction in terms of the kind of responses.

they 4pect, need, or want. They may accept an offered reply, but request

additional information, as in (2), reproduced here.

16 in



Cl does not yet hear the answer she is seeking, and manages to extend the

r

0
(4) Cl How much di4 it [the tape reco'rde'r] cot?
/ ,FW -It Cost a lot. ..

---4C1 'bout,ha hundred dollaVs?
isFV. Hmmm.J No, more ,than that.

Cl Dh.
+ C2 A thousand?

. FW No*,
. [lapgh] - ....

.

C24 i.ess.
1 .

Cl Two hydred? . 4-

Goll.' ,

'#

[end of exchange]

(24h,3-11, 17) An
,

1, Cl's second question indicktes that she'vrants more speCific information

than is offere t first. It is based on the informlion offered by the field-

\--
worker; the questi1on thereby conveys acceptance of the reply, while requesting

a more specific answer. By offering a hyp9ithesiOm terms of '.und figures,

Cl suggests that.she is interested in the approximate d011ar c of the

tecorder. A reply to this question may also answer the first questio either

by confirming the hypothesis 9r by presenting a "correct" amount. The h

thesis is treated as part of a guessing game by the fieldworker, who rej- t

it. Instead of offering a "correct" figure, the replier gives a hint as to

what the next guess should be. 'Cl accepts the hint ("oh"), but it is C2

.who offers the next hypothesis. Cl's of the reply,. along with her

failure to offer a different hypothesis, suggests that Cl may pot have inten-

ded to initiate a guessing game, but rather sought'to elicit the actual cost

of the tape recorder. Cl is not in'a position to reject the reply, possibly

%l
due to the e ence in status between adult and child in a classroom or to the

fact that Cl apparently has,no idea how much such a tape recorder would cost. 'But

17



Olt
interaction. #TIA hOnqred" can be heard as the answer to the ori inal

questioh.

''''-----
In (24) i girl, is esking_the fieldworker about notes oa a steno

lc-

pad. The crld verifies the information in the reply, then requests

additional information.
'

(24) C2 Who said tha-at?
FW I said "no".
C2 Hilo"?

FW Uh bfih.

4 C2 "N bqx-- but wh-at?
,* FW I shook by head when I laid "no".

C2 You shook your head when you ( )?

FW Mmm hmm.
CZ And then what does that next one say?

(2'sh, 3-13, 23)

C2's first paraphrase of the first reply indicates that C2 tas heard a

reply tht grammatically fits the initial question. She changes the

topic to what else was said. The referent of "what" is understood to be

the part of the notes that remainsundecoded. The child may be using

several kinds of information to conclude that more than "no" is written

down. She car) see the notes themselves; moreover, her knowledge of rules

S.

for negative responses (Driver 1977) may lead the child to think more

was probably said. C2 uses "but" to link two different moves. Repetition

from the previous reply and .the change. of topic signal acceptance of the

part repeated; nevertheless, the child is not wholly satisfied and req, is

additional content. Each move accomplishes something different. One

move signals a positive evaluation of the reply, the other a negative

*evaluation, hence.the disjunction. It is, in fact, the use of the dis-

junctive marker that, by. signaling a contrast between the first move and

the second, makes it clear that the repetition is an accepting move. The

excerpt demonstrates that evaluatioitl can be based on criteria other than

whether that information is accepted as true. In this case the criteria

18
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(
*4
\ A
a \

e=ar' to ha evolved with the sequence, since questioner's. '1

i J 4 -te

dissWsfaction isinot with that part of the" reply that synt4ticalTy
4 N

fits the original question, by rather with the additlpnal.rformation

I

...included. By exploiting the sh-ucture of the fhquirylsequence and the

expectation that a replier provide the kind of informatioNought,

that if possible a replier alter his reply in response to a negaive

evaluation, the child succeeds in extending the interaction while eliLitiny

more informatron from the,Adult.

/.

.(Jually it is the questioner who als satisfaction or disscais-

faction with an offered rep1 An evaluative move pay,'however, be performed

by another participant, as in i conversation about a gauge on a tape
4

recorder. C2's comment signals 'acceptance of the reply.

(25) Cl Will this go all t4400y down to there if
somebody yells?

Real loud?
FW Hmmm?
Cl Go up to there?
FW MMffl hmm.

---4 C2 reah.
(2 sh, 15)

A speaker other than the questioner can also reject the content

of a reply, as in (18):
111

1
(18) Cl ( ) you spell 'Lana'?

How you spell 'Lana'?
FW ( ) -a-n-n-a.
C2 Huh uh. 'Lana'

( ) spells it 1-a-n-a.
FW. Oh. 'Lana,' yeah.
C2 Want me to tell ya how many check-pluses I have?

.4

(2.p, 2-13, 18)

The replier accepts C2's correction of the content of ,the.reply.

Although the fieldworker replies first, C2 provides the propositional

content of the actual answer. When C2 successfully introduces a change

of topic, the adjusted reply can be seen as the answer. The questioner 's
4

19



-- silence is interpreted as accepfance of the reply negotiated 'by the

fdeldwol4ker anl. C2.

-/7 `fin 'fhb event

I

e PciJst.4-61nerrge.ye1ditie on folldws that of another

w

speaker, the questioner may address his dis reeMent to either the third

speake or the replier. The third speaker's assessment of the reply
h

would st nd as a jmment, as in (26). The talk ncerns a tape recording
r .

' '1..

the fieldworker is making. ,
I l;,
IV
iti., ,

(26) C3 When you're th

'gh--when

ya--what 041 'do
with it? 4 ,/,

FW I go home and listen to It.
---* C2 Oh, you lucky.

...1......--+ C3 Yeah, but (you keep 'm/do you put each of them
in a thing ike thatl,

(2,0
,
3-11, 28-29)

The questioner's comment is "the" eva uatiory. Alth640 the questioner
r . ,

,,_

may not be the next to speak after' a reply, the evaluation is klistpreroga-

tive, even when someone else alS'o evaluates the reply. When-a non=questioner's'

evaluation is allowed to stryd, we conclude thqt the questioner is more on

less in 'agreement, as in (25).

In summary, the evaluation slot is essential to the conduct of inquiry

sequences. Partfcipants negotiate answers to questions over the courseof
the reply and evaluation' slots. The questioner's contribution to this

negotiating process is found in the evaluation. The questioner's reaction

is essential to the process of establishing tge'status-of a reel "answer"

or "no4answer." A reply may be rejected as totally una-sceptable, in which

case the content of the reply rarely becomes part of)the answer. The reply

may be acceptable, but not wholl' satisfactory, in which case the Corrtent

of the reply may be seen as part of the answer.

90,
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li
The children do not whimsically deman TrIking of replies; a new

or modified reply is expected only when ,the eplier o Vitt tbequestioner

finds unsuitable in the oreviokis reply. When no criterion.*is lade explicit,

the replier can often figure out what to- change from already-shared knowledge.

The criteria for evaluating a reply are up to the questioner,

although certain general considerations, such as truthF the reply and

compliance with shared, situation-specific constraints have been identifi

The criteria may evolve as the sequence' progresses, so that an inquiry

sequence can be used to elicit information other than that which is origi-
44,

nally asked for. Hence the need foraft evaluative move. If the criteria

were frozen and kno)Sn to all in advance, there would be no need for an

evaluation, but merely fOr acknowledgment of an answer.

The children use ambiguity afforded by the structural options

available in inquiry sequences to do things in addition to eliciting

information. For example, a question that could be interpreted as as

request may elicit only an informative reply, whereupon the questioneDr

uses hiS next turn to make a more explicit request. One analysis is that

the more direct request shows that the reply is not wholly satisfactory;

on the other hand, the questioner. may be expressing satisfaction with the

preparatory sequence and simplype initiating a new sequence.

Cl's first question in (27) may be treated as either a request to

borrow C3's eraser or as a request for information preparatory to making

a request'.

(
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.- (2.str, 3-6, 20)
.,.6t ,,,i'

,

Two interpretafibns of the oftler.of moves in the above diatpg are ,

(27) C1 Curt
C2 Now what

Vol got an eraser2V
C2 Yeah
Cl Could I use it? -

q

C3 11,I 'ye got an, eraser.
: . [urkrOjligible] 4.

4 .
apparent. One is:

./ (28) Ql Now what is it?
.

Q2 You got an .eraser?
R2 Yeah.!
E2 0 [+satisfiedi,

r' Q2 Could I use it?

Or, alternatively:

(29) Q Now what, is'it?
. Q2 You got an-eraser?

R2 Yeah.
E2 [-satisfied] Could use it?

Two moves are ambi uous: Q2 and E2. Q2 d als with a con-ditibn for

the loan: that C2 have an eraser. The sequen e accomplishes two things:
. N .

.

ik
it eliminates one possible reason for non-com0)i nce with therequet, and

..,

it prevents the questioner from being seen as maki false assumption. The

replier has several appropriate responses orien: he may give the eraser to

Cl, offer to do so, or he m. eat the question as a straight information

request and nothing more. The seco on is ambiguous in terms of the

nature of the move: Ather it is a request for' actin or a straight.infor-q

mation request..

Cl's evaluation is at once polite and ambigudus. Agpin, the ambiguity

mlc

c

lies in what is dones rater than in the existence of two Interpretations

of propositional content; hoWever, this time the is ue is how the second

evaluation slot is filled. Also in question,is which slot to fill.

ti
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,

- r .If-E24s. 0, we can saY that Cl-acceptsith y and: Upens d new, exchange
...

,

w4th Q3. On th other hand, Q3can be int Nret70 as a/alre dict form

original qUestli implying tlissatisttction with C2! S respons
. .

In either analysiO, the replier has the opportunity to comply with the

. 'request'.

\ . 'wet

The 'Above analysis demonstrates that identifying the-kind of move

peqfdi-med does not provide a full account of "what is done" in a turn at

speaking. Q3 in the above dialog can easily be seen as a requet to borrow

t pencil; however, Q3 may be understood to occur in either of two slots.

Conversely, two incompatible messages are available for the E2 slot:

satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Our understanding Of what is going on

)depends on what we perceive to occur in`the evaluation slot; however, the

replier is not forcd to sel t one message or, the other in order to

respond apPropriately. Such ambiguity allows'participants to accomplish

smoothly and without interruption the business of Cl borrowing the eraser

from.C2. --The children maintain the assumption that everydne is a coopera-.

tiV and competent participant in the interaction. They avoid having to
r

deal openly with a marked situation--rejection-of a reply.

The availability of more than one interpretation of events in

sequences such as thoserabove serves several functions. Participants\,

can treat the initial queStion as merely a request for information,

thereby avoiding having to deal with a request interpretation. The

hearer of the initial question has the chance to%anticipate a request
\

and forestall it'by offer-ling to do what he. expects t be asked or by

.offering an excuse for noncompliance. Either an exc se for noncomplince

is eliminated or,participants can circumvent fraying to remediate a denied

t

?3
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request. the replier responds with information that indicateS he could

fulfill the request, but does not offer to do so, the questioner can proceed

with a more direct request without having to deal with a misunderstanding. ,

The analysis presented above bears on several concerns pertinent

to the study of interaction. I will discuss considerations relating to

the selection of data for analysis, the perspective from which the

4nalysis is undertaken, the use of 0,in discourse, and the usefulness

of the notion of adjacency pair for describing conversational 'exchanges.

A'major problem in any investigation is determining what data are

to be studied. Decisions about parameters on the data can affect the

analysis and the conclusions drawn froM it; therefore, wen two studies

produce different results. the selection of data must be considered as

a possible factor.

2(
QuEv<1:fliancwer cequenrpc havo hen (Wined prording to two. different

criteria. Some tocparchpvc (p.o., Micchlov 1Q-5. 1074, nd? and Dore

1Q77) define the pychancIP to he ct-ndipd Ac two C,;ncociv,.., tinns a creaking

Or AC a quection and the r0cDonce h ,4;cfpvpn, arprolc-h to +hp

study of questionc entails attontinn to mocclop content in the data

selection process. The fit of one ottPranc0 to annthpr is conciderPd

in delineating parameters_ef the research. Theoretically, any number

of turns at speaking may be included irk such a sequence for study. While

both approaches rely on the analyst's knowledge of sequential order and

both may involve analyses of propositional content and of the functions

of language in actual use, they differ with regard. to when content and

function are to be considered. The difference in approach is also

24
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reflected in the terminology adopted. The definition of querstion'and

answer used in this paper is intended to correspond to a functional

relationship; other definitions of "answer" often use discoUrse position

as the primary criterion. Although the relationship between questions

and the moves that follow them is extremely interesting and warrants

further examination,: the data above demonstrate that the immediate response

in many cases is followed by an answer of a different tort.' A,reply may

occur several moves removed from a question with a variety of kinds of

related talk intervening. An analysis of questions and answers limited

to relationships between successive turns at speaking, therefore, cannot be

expected to capture all of the significant functional relationships between

utterances.

Defining the parameters of the study in terms of turn-taking or in

terms of number of moves may at first appear to be an 0,,pprimentallV "c1°A"

procedure. les cuhtect to the hiac °c of the analyst or t,anrcrihrr than

consideration -f rhunkc of ronvorcn'ion defined arrording more flexihl'

Criteri7., the methodological iSCtrn cnr13i wh''thoY the rol'tiouchii

ctudiod raj4 he undoy;tood whoa tho are ctudinri ih ilatidri or wh,,thor

additional data miict ho looked At inhovoyiro in tail-, howovor. ic not

limited to relationships hei-wpPn qurrecsive turns at speaking. lonkina

only at relationships between successive utterances, thereforP, entails

the risk of systematically excluding important relationships.

A recent study resulted in the conclusion that five-year-old children

provide grammatically-fitting, "canonical" answers to less than half of

the questions they are asked. (Dore 1977) It is worthwhile to consider

the possibility that differences between Dore's findings and those reported

25



here may be in part due to the procedures used to select data. The excerpts

above indicate that appropriate next-move responses other than canonical

answers do not necessarily preclude a canonical answer. In fact, rlaAy

non-reply responses support the claim that a canonical answer is expected.

Empirical investigations are needed to determine whether younger children

negotiate inquiry sequences in a manner similar to that described above.

There is at present, however, no reason to assume that younger children

would use a vastly different process.* It 'is possible, then, that while

Dore's children respond with something other than a canonical response

much of the time, those responses are later followed-by canonical answers.

The data under consideration also constrain the means. available for

verifying the analysis, and the assumptions on which it is based. The sodiai,,

reality of an analysis can be tested against perceptioni of participants

in the interaction. Participant interpretations of events are often

revealed in talk subsequent to utterances heing analyzed. Thus, in order

to understand its place in an interaction, thp impact of an utterance nn

subsequent events must hP ronsider-,d The c'tudy of questinnrreSponse

exchanges in isolation, thereforp, pyrludec vPlAtinnships between subsequent

talk and the question response exchange that might yield additional insight

into what children regard ac appropriate Answers: moreover. the analysis

of inquiry sequences presented above makes sense nnly when (ve investigates

relationships between non-contiguous moves.**

*The fact that Dore's children talk about the same sitt of considerations
as second graders suggests that they may conduct inquiily sequences in a very

similar way.

**One problem with Mischler's work is his failure to consider relation-
ships between .moves that do not occur ;in succession. As a consequence, his
analysis does not always pair up questions with utterances that could he

reported to be'their answers.

26



Another issuein the study of conversation is 'the analytical perspec-
's

tive from which intention is to be studied. .Students of interaction do

'not agree on what the relevant relationships in discourse consist of nor

opn hpw they are to be described. Many linguists approach conversation.

in terms of grammatical properties of utterances and consider situational

factors ancillary to syntictiC ones. Other.students of discourse are

that the relevant axis for analysis is the move (Labov and Fanshel 1977,'

Goffman 1976). Such an approach starts with an action and looks,at how

it relates to other actions. The means of accomplishing the action may or
r.

may not be studied in detail. T vestigation reported here begins from

the premise that are to be examined in terms of what is done

in a turn at speaking. It is also impckant'to study the formal devices

used to realize 0 move in order to understand the various messages conveyed.*

Second graders are highly sensitive to propositional content, as

illustrated by the fact that their verhal esporKes are closoly tied

to the literal reading h( the TIPStinh AhcW3rq ac dPfihP thorn O('''

corri,spond cvntlrticAlly tr a vn-firo. Conc;hi% i'v to ly'ammat-ical

form is evident in /hP ucrs ( M"'^ 111"; eqUiVnlitY

(T haves rofricvod to orwivnrn1;tv r1-.. r I in.i .mhiquil-v) An oqui--,1

minstion is A niVP0Anvl thaV ran yorpi,o nithclv a (Pinn,lioAl

to itc grammatical inVIn nV A whcanonical lorThrlqo 1-n itc altovnato yead ,1.

(Dore, p. 150). Tn other words, it may hP intOvpveted ac a r carillost for

information, but is also subject to another interpretation. Reiterations

can exhibit such equivocality, as do some expressions of dissatisfaction

discussed above. While the uncertainty in such exchanges may pose a prohlem

*Ethnographic study of the range of devicvs used to perform specific

moves will expand our understanding of the variety of messages conveyed

ti each time one speaks.
27



for the analyst,'eight-year-olds use it as a resource. In many conversations

a response to an equivocal move can In interpreted as a response to either

reading of the eliciting move. The resulting ambiguity permits participants

to save face and to proceed with the interaction without.having to perfort

remediations. Should one intrpretation of the utterance entail negative'

consequences for the speaker,'a questioner can almost aleays retreat to the

literal meaning ("I was only asking."). Responsibility.for any misinterpre-

tation then rests with the respondent. The use of question forms to perform

various moves other than requests for information can_depend on their equivo-

cality.* A,

.

Given the insighfS that have been gained from studies using the move

as the unit of analysis, and the problems of explanations in terms of grammar

alone,** exploration of the usefulness and limitations of the move as a unit

of analysis-U.0r discourse is needed. jndividual movec howpvey, must be

*See Drivo), (1077) fov a more eXtencivo dicr'uccinri of ,71Ich UcPS of
rpleStiOnS.

**The meanings of ,"what" and "where" in the two eychanges below arP
said to overlap, according to th- grammatical 1-alys's ffeved by Dore.
If one loolis at th^ ex'hagges in ter-s o' wh t do 7i, th? n ?ninhs of

"What" a,,d "wherc are di-tinft. h"""" ! A,; l ,ln Ln

ancWeIrPri OVr"Inr

Q What's a muffet?
A Thereic A muffot

Q Where's MY chair?
A This is MY chair. (1)nrP 1977. p. 152)

The response to the first question may be seen to by an instance of defi-

nition by .example. The second exchange illustrates the relationship between
locatives and deixis. A definite location is indicated by the demonstrative
in the response. Understanding how a move is accomplished demands a cata-
loging of response forms that provide the information and an analysis of the

ways in which they do so. One cansay that the two types of questions request
different types of information. Definition by example may employ deisix, and '

deixis can indicate lodation,when no other locative expression is used. Thus

an analysis of grammar can tell much about how or why an utterance can function
the way it does, but analysis of grammar alone does not capture the relation-

sh-kp between reply and question.
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understbod in terms of a.largei. seqUellce, rather than in isblated exchanges;

Moreover, the lexical, syntactic, and intonation devices selected to perform

the move convey significant messages about how the move is to be interpreted.

The analysis presented above depends on the recognitiOn.of the use

and interpretation of 0 as a move in discourse. As the unmarked sign of
.

acceptance occurring at a specified point'in an interaction, 0 corresponds

to what is commonly called "tacit approval" irreveryday talk. It is important

to distinguish 0 from the absence of an expected move. The notion of notable

absence implies that something 4heard to be missing from a sequence. .That

speakers hear it this way is evidenced by their efforts to elicit an absent

move, by the need to remediate or justify such an absence, and by conclu-

sions to be drawn about the rudeness of the replier or the ineffectiveness

of the questioner if the absence is not justified. In contrast to a notable

absence, 0 in the evaluation slot is unmarked, cooperative participation with

A specific message. Thus, a notable aherico differs frnm 0 with regard to

the nature nf the rnnclusinn,, drawn arm itc effort on suhspiuPnt ,nnvn

cation, When 0 is rroularlv used in a particular dicrnursr Cis t, the

criterinn nf nntahlO ah-norn is not ncofnl (nt idont;(vin'T tho ctnt how°

the interprotahility nf GI in that ql(vt ac a -tan,lavd Tavt -( --r.r""'-

ronstitutng nvicinflrn fnr the cInt ac part nf tiro nnnon(n.

TkP data above alsn reveal A rnnstraint on the use nf as an evalu

ation. 0 cannot immediately follow a nonaccepting evaluation: moreover,

if acceptance is withheld, as, for example, when an insertion occurs after

a reply, an answer.is only negotiated if (a) a second reply is offered,

(b) the original reply is successfully defended, or (c) the questioner

cancels the nonaccepting move by verbally accepting the original reply.
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Thus; the questioner in (18) is seen to be in accord with the negative'

assessment offered '6y C2. When a replier fails to defend or explain a reply

whic has not been approved as an answer,, the question remains Unanswered.

Recognition of 0 as a discourse entry necessitates revising the
if

definition of'ronditional relevance to distinguish 0 from a notable absence:.

Evidence as to whether participants regard an aIsence as notable can be

found in their behavicvwhen no move iS offered and in its interpretation.

If 0 is not an available item with a specifiable meaning in the slot and

no remediattion is offered, the speaker responsible for the slot can be seen

as uncooperative.

Question-answer sequences have been cited as the canonical example

of adjacency pairs. Because the notion of adjacency pairs reflects. a

commonsense account of what is going on, it may be particularly useful

for defining parameters of conversational data to be examined in studying

a conversational sequence. The notion of adjacency. pairs describes, in n

sense. the conctitu-n t ctructurp of an inquivy seque,,ce. T t do-s nn' .

however, corvesl,nd lc the "-,d fel ,,.,muri;-4,

in rnnVPVSAfinn

The concept of adiArPory paiyq cuclopst-s a cPlf roOtninPd awe hAncr

that can hP rerogni7ed upon ppyformahtp of the cprond pair pavt The

notion has grown nut of an Analytical approach concerned with relationships

betWeen individual moves. It has been used primarily-4ith data in which

speaker reactions are available to the analyst as he performs his task,

an after-the-fact interpretation of events. The data above illustrate,

however, that structural-relationships in conversation are not always
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apparent as'a move is performed. Participants in conversation must re-
_

exaMhe the organization of moves after subsequent talk has taken place.

The data above indicate.that the status of an offered reply for partici-

pants can be determined only in light of a third slot in the sequehce
ve,

that is essential to the negotiation of an answer. The negotiated

nature of conversational structure and the fluid criteria for acceptance

or rejection of replies as answers explain the necessity of having a

third slot in the sequence. .Thq evaluation serves as more jhan mere

acknowledgement of a reply; it provides the replier with information as

to how he himself is to perceive the fit of thefreply into the conver-

sation and what he is expected to do next. Additional moves. may be

required to present and evaluate propositional content not offered in the

original reply.

While recognition of the relationships between pccessive utterances

is essential to understanding what goes on in convorsation, the hntinn

Adjarpnry pairs is more appropriAto for riperrihing ratocioriPc hr tacks

arrnmplichpd in A connonro fh' fny dpervihino tit,' cot ,4 movpc vinov(-0,

thorn nyo Arrnmrli;l1P,I f ho rontovtnali7ori c'udy of ovhanclo'

rPcIlitc in a Hiffront ,i2w or yv1.1rionrhip7 fhr ko

studied.

Tt should hp notori tha t the cOnVersatinnc ritPd above are not nOtahly

childlike, nor are they framed AS SpPriAl routines or play, as "child talk"

often is. For the most part the conversations occur in spontaneous, every-

. ., day classroom transactions. There is,. therefore, reason to look for an

underlying structure common to question-initiated interactions across the

speech community. The data Ahovp will 4mp more meaningful as they
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are compared to adult conversations and to interactions involving very

young childi'en to determine hos agg-related factors affect the structuring

of conversation,.and as the impact ofother situational variablesis

examined.
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